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If you have decided to remodel your bathroom, then getting yourself brand new tiles for your
bathroom is the best option. If you try to install the tiles yourself, you will not only get a great task to
spend your day but you will also save some money. All you need are some simple tools like a tile
cutter, measuring tape, pencil, spacers, grout and some tiles of course. But remember while
installing the tile you must keep in mind that waterproofing is done intelligently to avoid leakage and
seepage. Waterproofing Mount Tamborine helps you install the tiles very easily by simply following
these steps:

1.	Clean and dry the area: The Waterproofing Gold Coast ensures that the area to be tiled is
completely dry else the tiles will come off pretty soon. Remove the previous tiles at least two days
before you install new ones.

2.	Test fit: A test fit will help you get the idea to use your tiles in the most optimum manner. Use a
measuring tape to get exact measurements and clearly mark them with a pencil. It is better to
double check your measurements to avoid the scope of any error. The experts from Waterproofing
Mudgeeraba ensure that there is no wastage of time and money.

3.	Cutting the tiles accurately: This is the most important step in this process. The experts cut the
tiles with great care and precision to avoid wastage and scope of accidents and delays.

4.	Start installing the tiles: After the tiles are carefully cut the process of fitting the tiles begin.
Carefully place the tiles over it and wipe the excess adhesive with a sponge or soft cloth. Leave this
overnight and allow it to harden. This process requires precision offered by waterproofing Surfers
Paradise.

5.	Using grout to fill the gaps: When the adhesive has hardened, use grout to fill in the spaces
between the tiles. The professionals use contrasting colored grouts to add to the look of your
bathroom. Donâ€™t forget to read all the instructions that come with grout and wear gloves while you
work with it.

It is advisable to avoid doing the tiling during winters as t might take days to completely dry the
adhesive. Avoid using water on the area which you have just tiled as water may affect the hardening
process and play a spoiler.
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